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Abstract
Obtaining linguistic annotation from novice crowdworkers is far from trivial. A case in point is the annotation of discourse
relations, which is a complicated task. Recent methods have obtained promising results by extracting relation labels from
either discourse connectives (DCs) or question-answer (QA) pairs that participants provide. The current contribution studies
the effect of worker selection and training on the agreement on implicit relation labels between workers and gold labels, for
both the DC and the QA method. In Study 1, workers were not specifically selected or trained, and the results show that there
is much room for improvement. Study 2 shows that a combination of selection and training does lead to improved results,
but the method is cost- and time-intensive. Study 3 shows that a selection-only approach is a viable alternative; it results in
annotations of comparable quality compared to annotations from trained participants. The results generalized over both the DC
and QA method and therefore indicate that a selection-only approach could also be effective for other crowdsourced discourse
annotation tasks.
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1. Introduction

Obtaining linguistic annotations from novice crowd-
workers is far from trivial. A case in point is the an-
notation of discourse relations, which is a complicated
task. Discourse relations (DRs) are logical relations
that readers infer between segments of a text, such as
Cause or Contrast. Classifying these relations into cat-
egories relies on annotators’ interpretation of a text,
which makes it a particularly difficult task, as reflected
in relatively low inter-annotator agreement (Spooren
and Degand, 2010).
An additional complicating factor is the variety of rela-
tion types that can be distinguished: The linguistic for-
malism used in the current study, Penn Discourse Tree-
bank 3.0 (PDTB) (Webber et al., 2019), distinguishes
36 unique types. A thorough understanding of these
distinctions requires expert knowledge. DR annota-
tions are therefore traditionally obtained from expert,
trained annotators. However, employing such annota-
tors is time-consuming and costly, and so researchers
have looked at other ways to obtain reliable annota-
tions, such as crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourced studies typically consist of easier and
more intuitive tasks, which can be performed by lay-
men. Crowdsourcing allows for fast and cost-effective
collection of labelled data, but because the tasks need
to be intuitive, crowdworkers cannot be asked to code
according to a specific linguistic formalism such as
PDTB. Further, with such complex tasks, one would
need to make sure that the crowdworkers can reach an
acceptable level of proficiency.

Annotation tasks are often made suitable for crowd-
sourcing by considering two dimensions: worker se-
lection and training procedures, and task design. The
current study explores this first dimension of obtaining
reliable crowd annotations. Annotation tasks for other
types of linguistic phenomena have shown that train-
ing and selecting crowdworkers are effective strategies
to improve the reliability of the data (Roit et al., 2020;
Nangia et al., 2021; Parrish et al., 2021). We extend this
line of research to discourse relation classification, a
task that is known to be difficult. We evaluate the effect
of training and selection on agreement using crowd-
sourced annotation tasks, and compare agreement be-
tween workers that did not pass through a selection
stage (Study 1), workers that passed through a selec-
tion stage and were then trained (Study 2), and workers
that were selected but not trained (Study 3).

The second dimension of obtaining reliable crowd an-
notations for discourse relations – task design – has
been addressed in previous, independent efforts. Yung
et al. (2019) and Pyatkin et al. (2020) developed differ-
ent tasks geared to produce the same output: PDTB3-
labels for discourse relations. Their methods differ in
how they aimed to make the annotation task easier and
more intuitive for the crowdworkers. We here collect
annotations on various texts using both methods, which
allows us to determine whether training effects are gen-
eralizable or dependent on the specific crowdsourcing
method used. These results will also function as input
for the next phase of this project, where we will collect
data on a larger scale to be able to compare the effects
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of the methods on the obtained annotations.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We draw attention to the trade-off in resources and
reliability of crowdsourced annotations obtained
through a training-and-selection procedure and a
selection-only procedure, across two independent
crowdsourced discourse annotation methods.

• We show that training crowdworkers improves an-
notation quality, while at the same time proves to
be time- and cost-intensive, and therefore not suit-
able for certain efforts.

• We propose a selection-only procedure with an
implicit learning component, that allows us to ob-
tain annotations of comparable quality to annota-
tions obtained from trained participants, using less
resources.

Our results suggest the selection-only approach to be a
viable and cost-effective alternative to the training-and-
selection approach which dominates NLP nowadays.

2. Related work
2.1. Annotating discourse relations
Expert-level quality for various linguistic annotation
tasks can be achieved by aggregating the annotation of
as few as four turkers (Snow et al., 2008). However,
obtaining high-quality discourse annotations through
crowdsourcing appears to be more challenging, due
to the complexity of the task and the fact that rela-
tions can often convey multiple interpretations. Indeed,
Kishimoto et al. (2018) investigated the quality of a
crowdsourced discourse relation dataset (Kawahara et
al., 2014) and found multiple issues with the crowd-
sourced annotations, especially for implicit relations.
Yung et al. (2019) and Pyatkin et al. (2020), how-
ever, both report promising results on their datasets us-
ing similar tasks but with different designs.

2.1.1. Discourse Connective method
The two-step discourse connective (DC) method was
proposed by Yung et al. (2019). In the first step, partic-
ipants typed a connective they thought best expressed
the relation between two textual arguments. They were
also given the option to type nothing if they thought
no phrase could possibly fit between the segments. In
the second step, participants were provided with a new
list of connectives that could disambiguate the connec-
tive they inserted in the first step. The selection of this
list was determined dynamically from their choice in
the first step through automatic mapping from our con-
nective bank. When the insertion in the first step did
not match any of the entries in the connective bank, or
when the participant typed nothing, participants were
presented with a default list of twelve connectives that
can express a variety of relations.

In a series of crowdsourced studies, Yung et al. (2019)
showed that the method can be successfully used to re-
produce the original PDTB and RST-DT labels for im-
plicit relations, and that the obtained annotations are
robust and replicable. Moreover, the method captured
the ambiguity of relations by providing a distribution
of relation senses, which more accurately represented
the range of interpretations that workers inferred.

2.1.2. Question-Answer method
Another proposed method for annotating discourse re-
lations through natural language is by representing
them as question and answer (QA) pairs (Pyatkin et
al., 2020). Crowdworkers were shown a sentence with
eventive words marked in bold, and were then in-
structed to formulate multiple questions relating such
propositions. The questions are formed by choosing a
question prefix from a list of 17 prefixes, such as De-
spite what or What is similar to, and by then copying
parts of the sentence containing one of the propositions,
to complete the question body. The answer to a given
question is then again made up from parts of the sen-
tence containing the other proposition. Each question
prefix represents a soft mapping to a sense in PDTB 3.0
(Webber et al., 2019).
The resulting QADiscourse dataset contains more than
16,600 QA pairs. The relations captured in QADis-
course are intra-sentential and could be both explicit
or implicit. The current work on the other hand aims
to look at crowdsourcing methods for inter-sentential,
implicit discourse relations. For this purpose, we ex-
tended the QADiscourse annotation approach to cap-
ture relations between two sentences, instead of be-
tween two propositions. Additionally, we added more
questions prefixes and refined the mapping to more
exhaustively map to PDTB. Since the relations hold
between two sentences, annotators can now simply
mark which of the sentences constitutes the answer and
which is part of the question, facilitating the annotation
procedure.

2.2. Worker training and selection
Various lines of research have studied how to improve
the quality of annotations obtained through crowd-
sourcing. Promising solutions include controlled anno-
tation protocols, annotation curricula, and worker re-
tention. These will be discussed in turn below.
Controlled crowdsourcing annotation protocols consist
of annotator screening and training. Typically, workers
first perform a preliminary, crowd-wide round (here re-
ferred to as a recruitment task). Workers exhibiting ac-
ceptable performance (threshold set by the researchers)
are then invited to participate in training or qualifica-
tion rounds, after which the best-performing workers
continue to participate in a series of tasks. Such anno-
tation protocols have been successfully applied in other
areas in NLP, such as QA-SRL (Roit et al., 2020) and
question-answering (Nangia et al., 2021), as well as in
the QA method (Pyatkin et al., 2020).
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Figure 1: Texts used in Study 1, 2 and 3 and the goal of the task (recruitment, training or production) per study.

The nature and design of the controlled annotation pro-
tocols tends to vary. Parrish et al. (2021), for exam-
ple, use linguists to iteratively propose constraints to
workers. Their results show that dynamically adding
linguistically motivated constraints results in a more
challenging and diverse evaluation dataset. However,
a direct communication channel between workers and
linguists was not beneficial for data quality. Similarly,
for multiple-choice QA, expert feedback and qualifica-
tions were shown to be effective, while crowdsourced
feedback and asking workers to write justifications
were less helpful (Nangia et al., 2021). Rechkemmer
and Yin (2020) also studied training effects for crowd-
sourced tasks, and found that workers who are moti-
vated to learn benefit more from training. Hirth et al.
(2013) developed a cost model to identify the main
cost factors of different quality checking approaches
and how the quality of workers influences the weight
of different cost factors. They found that using better
and well-trained workers can save cost, even if they are
slightly more expensive than other workers.

Annotation curricula have also been used successfully
to implicitly train annotators (Lee et al., 2021; Tauch-
mann et al., 2020). The approach is based on the no-
tion that annotation can be mentally taxing to inexperi-
enced coders: they need to familiarize themselves with
the task. To alleviate this, annotation curricula gradu-
ally introduce workers to the task by ordering items ac-
cording to a learning curriculum, with easier examples
presented before more difficult ones. This results in a
significant reduction of annotation time, without harm-
ing annotation quality. Other studies have also found
that cognitive factors in the design of the crowdsourc-
ing task, such as visual salience and working memory
load, can affect workers’ performance (Finnerty et al.,
2013; Alagarai Sampath et al., 2014).

Finally, while often not explicitly discussed, many
crowdsourced annotation efforts aim to optimize the
cost/quality trade-off by investing in worker retain-
ment, to ensure crowdworkers participate throughout
the whole data collection cycle. This is often done by
promising a bonus for completing certain milestones.
Parrish et al. (2021), for example, pay a bonus of 10%
of the base pay after completion of 10, 50 and 100 tasks
per round and a $20 bonus after the final round. This
indicates that worker retention is a prevalent (and of-

Study N F
Age
range

Avg
age Location

1 20 11 20-46 32 19 UK, 1 CA
2: DC 10 6 21-64 37 8 UK, 2 CA
2: QA 18 14 18-67 31 8 US, 10 UK

3: DC 30 25 21-67 38
28 UK,
1 IE, 1 US

3: QA 30 26 23-70 41 26 UK, 4 CA

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of workers per study; N:
total number; F: number of women.

ten costly) problem. We discuss the problem of crowd-
worker dropout in this paper and how it affects the via-
bility of training crowdworkers.

3. Method
This section presents details relevant to the method-
ology of all three studies. Study-specific details on
methodology, such as the training procedure of Study
2, are elaborated on in the individual Study sections.

Data The items were inter-sentential implicit rela-
tions, taken from Wikipedia and the Blog Authorship
Corpus (Schler et al., 2006). Figure 1 presents an
overview of all texts used throughout the paper. Texts
contained on average 20 items.
In order to evaluate the impact of selection and training,
we created gold labels for the items. This allows us to
compare worker performance across the studies with a
set of reference labels. Two expert annotators provided
PDTB sense labels for all items.
For all agreement scores reported in the paper, we
calculated Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) using the
kappa2 function from the irr package in R. In cases
where the gold label consists of more than one sense,
we calculated agreement in terms of a soft match,
whereby any intersection between the labels of two
measures is considered agreement. For the gold la-
bel annotations, the two annotators showed 83% agree-
ment on a level three distinction; Cohen’s κ=.78.1

1As a general guideline, Spooren and Degand (2010) con-
sider a Cohen’s kappa of .7 to signal good agreement for DR
annotation. IAA on implicit relations is known to be lower
than on explicits (see, e.g., Kishimoto et al. (2018; Hoek et
al. (2021)); however, most annotation efforts do not report
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Task DC QA
Group κ Agree Agree Group κ Agree Agree

gold-maj w/maj gold-maj w/maj
Influenza 1 .27 .45 .51 2 .18 .18 .41
Emotions 2 .20 .28 .52 1 .09 .17 .31

Table 2: Agreement statistics for the two texts included in Study 1. κ: Cohen’s kappa agreement between the gold
label and majority label per item; Agree gold-maj: proportion agreement between the gold label and majority label;
Agree w/maj: proportion agreement of all insertions with majority label.

Implicit relations can often signal more than one re-
lation sense, and so disagreements do not necessarily
reflect incorrect labels (Aroyo and Welty, 2013). This
is why a third annotator adjudicated the two annota-
tions to create the reference label, possibly consisting
of multiple senses. In total, 61% of data received a sin-
gle reference label, 22% of data was labeled with two
senses, 12% with three senses and 5% with four senses.

Participants Participants were recruited via Prolific.
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the participants
that took part in any of the three studies. The partici-
pants used in every study are unique (i.e., did not par-
ticipate in the other studies). In Study 2, for the DC
method, 40 participants took part in the recruitment
task, and 30 of these were selected to take part in the
training. 18 participants completed training, of which
10 took part in all studies. For QA, 48 participants took
part in the recruitment task in Study 2. Of these, 18 suc-
cessfully completed training. These 18 annotators were
then invited to participate in production rounds, where
each task collected annotations from 10 annotators.

Label extraction For both the DC and QA method,
PDTB3 labels were extracted from the crowdsourced
annotations; see Yung et al. (2019) and Pyatkin et al.
(2020) for additional details.2

4. Study 1: No training - baseline
In this study we establish a baseline for annotation
agreement by employing 2 groups of crowdworkers.
One group annotated text 1 (Influenza) with the DC
method and text 2 (Emotions) with the QA method, the
other annotated text Emotions with DC and Influenza
with QA. The study ended with a survey on task en-
joyment. This survey consisted of five questions on a
Likert scale of 1 to 5, with 1 meaning strongly disagree
and 5 meaning strongly agree. The study lasted ap-
prox. 65 minutes and participants were reimbursed £8,
following Prolific’s recommended rate.

Results Table 2 presents the agreement statistics for
the two texts. It shows there is much room for improve-
ment in terms of agreement between the majority and
gold labels; the kappa scores are far below the desired

IAA on implicits separately.
2We cover each Level-3 sense in PDTB 3.0, except the

belief and speech-act relations; these cannot be distinguished
reliably by means of the inserted connective or QA-pair.

threshold of 0.7. There was no pattern distinguishable
in participant accuracy between the methods.
The closing survey results indicated that participants
thought both tasks were difficult (DC: average of 2.7 on
a scale of 1-5, with 5 being “very difficult”; QA: 3.1)
and that more instructions were required (DC: 2.6; QA:
2.1). Participants also felt additional training might
help them perform better (DC: 2.25, QA: 2.45). Some
participants also provided feedback that the level of de-
tail in the instructions was difficult to follow, and that it
took time to get used to thinking about language in this
manner. This indicates that more training, at a slower
pace, might make the task easier for crowd workers.
Finally, 3 out of 20 DC participants and 8 out of 20 QA
participants indicated that they would not like to take
part in further such studies.
Conclusion Study 1 The results indicate that there
is much room for improvement. These results show a
discrepancy with the original results of both methods,
which reported results of higher quality (DC: a preci-
sion and recall score of .44; QA: F1=83). It should be
noted that the current study made several alterations to
the previous procedures. Yung et al. (2019) used se-
lected classes of original PDTB items as data, and par-
ticipants passed a quality check. Pyatkin et al. (2020)’s
data included Wikipedia and WikiNews explicit and
implicit intra-sentential relations, and participants re-
ceived training. These factors can explain the discrep-
ancy, and emphasize the need for further evaluation of
the DC and QA methods, as is the goal of the current
project.

5. Study 2: Selection-and-training
In Study 2, we evaluate the effect of a selection-and-
training procedure on agreement using both the DC and
QA method. Participants first completed a recruitment
task (either a Wikipedia text or a blog post). Work-
ers who scored over 30% agreement with the gold la-
bels were invited to take part in two training sessions.
Both methods used the same items for these training
sessions, but had different guidelines to explain the re-
spective tasks.3 These guidelines were created in con-
junction and explained which general types of relations

3DC: https://github.com/
merelscholman/DC-annotation/blob/
main/DCguidelinesFull.pdf; QA: https:
//github.com/ValentinaPy/QADiscourse/
blob/master/CS/newQAguidelines.pdf

https://github.com/merelscholman/DC-annotation/blob/main/DCguidelinesFull.pdf
https://github.com/merelscholman/DC-annotation/blob/main/DCguidelinesFull.pdf
https://github.com/merelscholman/DC-annotation/blob/main/DCguidelinesFull.pdf
https://github.com/ValentinaPy/QADiscourse/blob/master/CS/newQAguidelines.pdf
https://github.com/ValentinaPy/QADiscourse/blob/master/CS/newQAguidelines.pdf
https://github.com/ValentinaPy/QADiscourse/blob/master/CS/newQAguidelines.pdf
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Task Text DC QA
κ Agree Agree κ Agree Agree

gold-maj w/maj gold-maj w/maj
Recruit. a Wiki: Lagos .62 .75 .37 .42 .58 .44
Recruit. b Blog .55 .6 .51 .54 .63 .58
Training 1 Synthetic 1 1 .76 .84 .85 .54
Training 2 Blog 0 .92 .94 .59 .84 .89 .52
Prod. 1 Wiki: influenza .61 .73 .58 .47 .64 .48
Prod. 2 Wiki: emotions .64 .72 .49 .35 .44 .46
Prod. 3 Blog 1 .79 .83 .63 .69 .74 .52
Prod. 4 Blog 2 .72 .73 .49 .52 .59 .47
Prod. 5a Wiki: Lagos .56 .67 .77 .51 .67 .65
Prod. 5b Blog .58 .67 .76 .67 .75 .71

Table 3: Kappa and accuracy agreement between gold and majority label (out of 10) and average agreement
between workers and the majority per task, for annotations obtained in Study 2.

exist and which connectives or QA pairs can be used to
express these relations.
The first training session contained 20 synthetic items,
constructed by the authors according to a learning cur-
riculum. These items were pretested to ensure that they
clearly conveyed the intended relation. The second
training contained 20 instances from a blog post. In
both training sessions, participants received immediate
feedback: If their answer did not match the expected
answer, they were shown an explanation of what was
expected. We opted for such immediate feedback in-
stead of writing personalized feedback to each worker,
as has been done in controlled crowdsourcing (Roit et
al., 2020), to make the process more scalable.
Upon completion of training, participants annotated
two Wikipedia texts and two blog posts, as well as the
Wikipedia or blog post that they had not seen as recruit-
ment task. This allowed us to compare performance on
the task by trained versus untrained annotators.
Participants were reimbursed £1.88 per production
task, as well as £2.50 for the recruitment task, £5.60
for training 1, £1.88 for training 2, and a bonus of £2
for completing the studies. Workers were originally
rewarded with the bonus upon completion of training,
but participants trained later in the data collection stage
were rewarded after completing all production tasks,
due to a high dropout rate after receiving the bonus. In
other words, participants received £9.98 and some also
£2 bonus before providing any usable output in produc-
tion tasks.

Results: Agreement per task Table 3 presents the
agreement between the gold and majority labels per
task. We see that agreement per task varies, but in gen-
eral, it comes much closer to the desired level of κ=0.7
compared to Study 1 and is therefore of more accept-
able quality.
What stands out is that the agreement between the gold
and majority labels is high for both methods for train-
ing 1, which contained synthetic items. This indicates
that workers were able to use the correct connectives or

Figure 2: Workers’ agreement (%) with the gold per
task; workers divided into groups of highest-, average-
and lowest-performing workers based on performance
in the recruitment task.

QA pairs to express the intended relations. Hence, the
task and methods are feasible. Disagreements in other
texts are therefore likely due to the ambiguity of natu-
ral language, not due to an inability to use connectives
or QA pairs to express relations.
Looking at individual performance, we see quite large
ranges of agreement with the gold label across the
tasks; for some participants, up to 80% of their an-
notations agree with the gold label, whereas for oth-
ers, as few as 20% of their annotations agree with the
gold label. If this range is consistent within partici-
pants (that is, if workers who perform poorly on the
recruitment task also consistently show poorer perfor-
mance on other tasks), this would suggest that more
stringent selection criteria could benefit the quality of
the obtained annotations. To evaluate whether we can
identify consistently high- or low-performing annota-
tors, we refer to Figure 2, which shows the performance
of three groups of participants across tasks, based on
their performance on the recruitment task. This visu-
alization only contains data from the DC task, because
not all workers from the QA stream participated in all
tasks. Figure 2 shows that participants who score low-
est in the recruitment task, also tend to perform poorer
on the other tasks. This speaks to the importance of
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Stage DC QA
κ Agree Agree κ Agree Agree

gold-maj w/maj gold-maj w/maj
Recruit .61 .67 .5 .53 .61 .51
Training .97 .97 .72 .85 .84 .53
Production .7 .74 .57 .56 .62 .55

Table 4: Agreement statistics per pipeline stage in Study 2.

worker selection. Figure 2 also shows that all three
groups show lower agreement with the gold in Produc-
tion 4 and 5. This could be due to the difficulty of these
particular texts, to the effect of training “wearing off”,
or to an issue with the gold labels.

Results: Effect of training Table 4 presents the
agreement on texts before, during and after training
(i.e. collapsing the annotations of training and produc-
tion texts). All agreement metrics are higher after train-
ing than before training, which indicates that training is
effective. Note also that they are highest during train-
ing, which is in part due to the nature of training 1:
synthetic relations for which the senses are easier to in-
fer than for relations found in natural language.
These agreement statistics are based on annotations of
different texts, from different domains. However, there
is overlap between the recruitment tasks and produc-
tion task 5: half of the workers annotated the Wikipedia
text as recruitment and blog text as production task 5,
and vice versa. This allows us to compare the accu-
racy on these texts. Table 3 shows that the agreement
between the gold and majority labels indeed improves
after training for all texts for the QA task, and for re-
cruitment b (but not a) for the DC task. This further
emphasizes the positive effect of training on agreement
scores, in particular for the QA method.
Additionally, we can compare the agreement on the
overlapping texts between Study 1 and Study 2: In-
fluenza and Emotions. Comparing Table 2 to 3 shows
that there is a clear boost in performance between the
untrained group in Study 1 and the trained group in
Study 2. Note that the trained group is not only trained;
they also passed through a pre-selection stage.

Conclusion Study 2 The results indicate that the
selection-and-training method leads to increased per-
formance for both methods. The effect of training
therefore appears to be generalizable across discourse
annotation methods. However, the major drawback of
this procedure is that it is not scalable with certain bud-
get constraints. We originally set out to train one set of
10 annotators per method, who were expected to take
part in all five production tasks. This was meant to
minimize investment in training: given that training is
costly, a project’s cost efficiency is maximized when as
many workers are trained as observations are needed.
This proved to be infeasible.
For every task, workers were asked to take part within
three days after the invitation. To give workers enough

Recruit. - 88 Train 1 - 48 Train 2 - 43 Prod 1 - 26
Prod 2 - 21 Prod 3 - 21

Prod 4 - 22

DROPOUT - 46

EXCL. - 23

Prod 5 - 19

Figure 3: Illustration of Study 2’s pipeline for both
methods combined: Counts of how many workers
dropped out, lost their qualification due to poor per-
formance (excl.), or completed all tasks.

opportunity to return, this deadline was usually ex-
tended to one week, after which the next task would
start. Even then, a proportion of the (trained) partic-
ipants would drop out after every task and not return
to new tasks. This required us to again return to the
beginning of the pipeline and train new participants.
Figure 3 illustrates the recruitment task, to training,
to production pipeline, and shows how many partici-
pants lost their qualification due to unsatisfactory per-
formance or dropped out at various stages. Especially
costly were dropouts during or after training, forcing
us to recruit and retrain an additional set of workers.
Training investment was therefore misspent on partic-
ipants that did not provide (enough) useable output
on production tasks. Moreover, data collection was
slowed, due to the need to recruit and train additional
workers. These facets are crucial to the cost and relia-
bility trade-off, as will be discussed in Section 7. For
these reasons, the selection-and-training method might
not be optimal for certain research efforts, given the
available resources.

6. Study 3: Selection-only
In Study 3, we evaluate whether a selection-only pro-
cedure is a viable alternative to a selection-and-training
procedure, depending on the cost/quality trade-off.
For this approach, we engaged a larger pool of par-
ticipants with a recruitment task and created a sub-
pool of participants that show potential to be good an-
notators, based on their performance on the recruit-
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DC QA
n κ Agree Agree n κ Agree Agree

Cycle Text Participant type Cost gold-maj w/maj gold-maj w/maj
Study 2 Train 2 Trained part. 10.10 10 .92 .94 .59 18 .84 .85 .54
Study 3 Recruit All recruit. task 0 30 .84 .89 .52 30 .77 .83 .38
Study 3 Recruit Self-selection 0 24 .84 .89 .53 22 .58 .67 .38
Study 3 Recruit Final selection 0 20 .85 .89 .55 9 .7 .61 .45
Study 1 Infl. Untrained 0 10 .27 .45 .51 10 .18 .18 .41
Study 2 Infl. Trained 11.98 10 .61 .73 .58 10 .47 .64 .48
Study 3 Infl. All selected 1.88 19 .41 .68 .48 9 .28 .41 .47
Study 3 Infl. Decent selected 1.88 16 .58 .77 .54 6 .45 .55 .58

Table 5: Agreement for the blogpost included in Study 2 and 3, and the Influenza text included in all three studies.
cost: the GBP investment per participant before taking part in this task; n: number of participants per iteration.

ment task. The selection-only procedure is more cost-
efficient because it doesn’t require training investment,
and it might therefore be attractive to create a larger
pool of qualified workers compared to a smaller pool of
qualified and trained workers. This will also be more
time-effective, as every task can be completed faster
when the annotator pool consists of more workers.
To maximize the value of the recruitment task, we used
the second training session of Study 2, in which work-
ers received immediate feedback while they annotated.
This means that there is an implicit training component
in this selection procedure.
We took two further steps for our annotator selection
procedure. First, we only selected people who were
studying or had completed a university degree. This
was done because the text-analytic component of the
task might be more intuitive to people who have stud-
ied at a university, where meta-linguistic knowledge is
required. Second, we included a self-selection com-
ponent to be able to only retain motivated annotators:
upon completing the task, workers were asked if they
would like to participate in more tasks similar to these.

Results: Recruitment task Table 5 displays the re-
sults of the recruitment task.4 The agreement between
the gold and majority label is high when including all
participants, and when looking at the final selection
only. Considering that the workers in the current task
have less experience with the methods compared to
Study 2’s workers, the results show promise.
For both methods, a comparable number of workers in-
dicated that they were not interested in participating
in similar tasks, but the two methods show a greater
difference when it comes to the gold agreement exclu-
sion criterion: 4 DC participants did not meet this crite-
rion, compared to 13 QA participants. In other words,
many workers in the group of QA annotators performed
worse than in the group of DC annotators, even though
the performance in Study 2 was high for both meth-
ods on the same text. This could be due to two factors.

4The DC scores in the recruitment task change only
slightly because the majority label didn’t change when ex-
cluding the 6 and 4 workers, respectively, out of 30 workers.

First, there could be variability in the quality of crowd-
workers that are recruited. When sampling a group of
workers, it is natural that the quality might vary be-
tween them. A selection procedure is meant to target
exactly this factor. A second possibility is that there
is variability in the required training of the methods,
whereby the DC method is easier for untrained work-
ers than the QA method, but this difference disappears
when workers receive QA training. This would explain
why the difference in agreement between DC and QA
is greater in Study 3 than in Study 2, and would suggest
that the effect of training is larger in QA.
Finally, the results indicate that participants improve
throughout the task. When looking at the performance
on the first half of the text versus the second half, we
see an improvement of 7% in the DC method (57%
agreement with the gold in the first half to 64% in the
second half) and 3% in the QA method (43% to 46%).
This indicates that the feedback component is effective.

Results: Production task Of the 20 invited DC par-
ticipants, 19 took part in the task within 48 hours. For
QA, all 9 invited participants took part. Table 5 shows
the agreement statistics for this text per study. When
looking at results of all selected participants, we see
that kappa agreement between the gold and majority
labels does drop compared to Study 2. However, the
results also show a large range of agreement with the
gold of the selected participants: 16%-78%. In partic-
ular, 3 DC participants and 3 QA participants showed
poor performance (<40%). When removing these from
the analysis, performance rises significantly to meet
that of the trained participants in Study 2. This indi-
cates that a continuous quality monitoring procedure is
of importance to obtain reliable data in a large-scale
project. Ideally, gold labels are used as reference to
determine worker quality. However, when gold labels
are not available, researchers can also take workers’
agreement with the majority as a quality measure; these
scores tend to follow the same pattern.

Conclusion Study 3 The selection method appears to
be an attractive alternative to the selection-and-training
method: with more stringent selection criteria and con-
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tinuous quality monitoring it is possible to obtain an-
notations of comparable quality to those from trained
participants.

7. Resource Comparison
We conclude that all three attempted worker selec-
tion techniques for obtaining discourse relations en-
tail some sort of trade-off between resources spent and
quality of the annotations. The quickest and cheap-
est approach is that of Study 1, where annotators from
a large pool can directly work on a given production
task. For discourse relation annotations, this generally
results in the lowest-quality data comparatively, as seen
in Table 5. It took approximately 6 hours to get 10 an-
notations per instance for the Influenza text in Study 1.
To obtain 10 annotations per instance for a production
task in Study 2, on the other hand, it takes approxi-
mately 205 hours.5 That is the sum of the average time
it took us to get a batch of annotators to complete the
recruitment task, the two training tasks and finally one
production task. This is not taking into account the
workers who drop out during the process.
Figure 3 shows that for each task in the pipeline a frac-
tion of annotators drop out: After the recruitment task,
67 annotators were invited to participate in training, of
which 28% dropped out. During training or after com-
pleting training, an additional 13% dropped out. This
resulted in £106 spent on workers who did not com-
plete a single production task. We also experienced
difficulties with worker retention during the production
tasks, which required us to continuously re-train new
workers, halting production collection timelines.
Study 3 evaluated a third method, which in terms of re-
sources spent lies somewhere between Study 1 and 2.
The three steps before production in Study 2 were re-
duced to a single step, with stronger qualification crite-
ria. This resulted in approx. 2% of the original (Study
2) time cost. For a pool of 10 trained vs. 10 selected
workers, £160.48 versus £36 have to be spent, respec-
tively; a 77% decrease. This is taking into account
dropout: According to results in Study 2, one would
need to train approx. 18 good workers to end up with 10
trained workers that provide output (with the risk that
they might drop out at later stages in production). For
Study 3, assuming that approx. 53% of workers pass
the selection (for DC it is 75% and for QA it is 30%),
19 workers need to pass through recruitment (à £1.88
each) in order to select 10 well-performing workers. In
terms of performance, the untrained, selected workers
show comparable performance to the trained workers.
We suggest the following considerations in choosing a
crowdsourcing protocol for the annotation of discourse
relations. Given the time, cost and performance trade-
offs, selection-only could function as a viable alterna-
tive to selection-and-training, where one of the biggest
drawbacks is the dropout rate. Another point of consid-
eration with respect to that is the crowdsourcing plat-

5These are estimates averaged between DC and QA.

form used. Prolific is typically meant for smaller exper-
imental studies and so participants are relatively flexi-
ble in when and whether they participate. Other plat-
forms, such as Appen or Upwork, boast a pool of work-
ers who can be hired to work on longer-term projects,
and are therefore less likely to drop out during the
pipeline. However, this comes with the trade-off of a
higher cost for data collection.
Lastly, the results from the selection-only influenza
task indicate that participants who passed an initial se-
lection procedure can show poor performance when
participating in more tasks. Such a procedure might
therefore work best when continuing to monitor qual-
ity. We recommend to incentivize participants through-
out the data collection cycle. This can be done by of-
fering bonuses, reminding them that accuracy will be
checked, and removing participants from the subpool
after they fail certain intermediate quality checks. A
portion of the budget would therefore need to be re-
served for quality management.

8. Conclusion
Discourse relation annotation is a complex task that re-
quires (meta-)linguistic awareness and knowledge from
annotators. We here evaluated the effect of worker
training and selection on the reliability of discourse re-
lation annotations obtained using two separate crowd-
sourcing methods. The results show that training does
lead to more reliable annotated data, but this comes at
a high cost, both in terms of resources and time needed
to train workers and collect the data. A selection-only
approach might be more viable for certain projects in
terms of resources. Individual projects will need to
weigh all relevant factors – time, resources and relia-
bility – in order to create the optimal design for their
crowdsourced annotation task.
Crucially, we note that the current study provides fur-
ther support to previous work showing that obtaining
reliable annotations of discourse relations using crowd-
workers is possible. Agreement on a set of synthetic
items in Study 2 showed that workers are able to ex-
press the intended relation using discourse connective
or QA pairs. This speaks to the feasibility of both meth-
ods. Any disagreement between the majority and gold
labels in other texts can therefore be attributed to the
difficulty of inferring discourse relations, which tends
to be the case especially for implicit relations.
This work was the first step in a larger project, in which
we investigate how design choices for discourse an-
notation tasks shape research results. In future work,
we will collect and release more annotations for inter-
sentential discourse relations from multiple genres us-
ing both methods. This will facilitate a more detailed
comparison between the obtained annotations.
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